
4 soverom Villa til salgs i Ciudad Quesada, Alicante

This extraordinary luxury home is a true gem located in beautiful Rojales with breathtaking views over the enchanting
skyline of Guardamar, the El Recorral Natural Park and the vast glittering sea.

Strategically positioned near the lush La Marquesa golf course, this exclusive home embodies the ultimate
combination of style, comfort and sophistication.

The home has been masterfully designed and extends over three floors, each with its own unique charm and allure.
Furthermore, a lush solarium embraces the top of the building, where an outdoor kitchen and an invigorating Jacuzzi
blend harmoniously to create a space ideal for relaxing and enjoying the sun-drenched surroundings.

This residence represents the pinnacle of luxury, with every aspect of the home demonstrating unparalleled
refinement.

With its own elevator that effortlessly connects all floors, everyday life becomes an elegant and comfortable
adventure.

The outside world is reflected in the lush outdoor space, where a private pool glitters like a jewel. For those who strive
to maintain an active lifestyle, the home also offers a gym, complete with a sauna, where relaxation comes after
exertion.

Inside the home, 4 spacious bedrooms and 5 bathrooms offer an abundance of privacy and space for the whole
family. The first floor houses an enchanting relaxation area with a cinema/bar, where cozy movie evenings and social
gatherings come to life.

On the 2nd floor, the spacious living room opens up as an oasis of comfort and elegance. The Master Bedroom, a
haven of peace and serenity, is accompanied by a walk-in closet and a bathroom that feels like its own wellness area,
with a generous bath and a refreshing shower.

This property is not just a house, but a masterpiece of modern design and luxurious lifestyle. Here everything comes
together: panoramic vistas, lavish amenities and refined details, making this home not just a living space, but a
statement of elegance and prestige.

Welcome to your dream home, where luxury and comfort come together for an extraordinary life.

Immediately available.

  4 soverom   4 bad   Svømmebasseng
  Secure door   Veranda   Aircondition, Split system
  Heating, Central   Parking, Garage   Pool, Communal
  Storage   Fully Furnished

574.900€
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